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Abstract 
 
People depend on electricity all over the world. They depend on it for anything from drying their 
hair to global communications to heating up food. Many methods of power generation exist, each 
using a different fuel such as nuclear power, natural gas, coal, wind or the sun. This project 
focuses on a power plant which uses the naturally hot water in the ground to generate electricity. 
This process of generating power is called “Geothermal.” This project consists of two parts. The 
first and major part is the design logic of a PLC program that monitors the flow rate of an 
injection well using a differential pressure sensor, the pressure and temperature of the water 
flowing into the injection well. The sensors emit a 4-20mA analog signal that the program 
translates into engineering units that an operator can understand. The monitoring system program 
calculates the total flow in gallons over a 24 hour period and sets off alarms in the event of 
extreme pressures or flow rates. The data from the system continuously gets transmitted through 
line-of-site radios to the main communication line that sits near a production well. Monitoring 
the flow rate of the water in the injection pipeline, allow the operators of the plants to know if a 
leak exists somewhere within the plant, which prevents larger problems. The second part of this 
project scratches the surface of injection pump control. This equipment operates under high 
temperatures and pressures, so strict procedures must be followed within the injection pump PLC 
control program to maintain safety of both employees and equipment. The control description, 
found in Section III, clearly communicate what the control program must do as a whole. The 
brine is above boiling point, so the injection pumps must maintain a minimum pressure to remain 
a liquid. The faster the pumps run the more pressure in the pipeline. The second part of this 
project uses a boiling point table and the temperature of the brine to calculate the minimum 
pressure the pumps must maintain in the pipeline to keep the brine in a liquid form. Once that 
pressure is calculated, existing PLC logic uses that pressure to control the speed of the pumps. 
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Section I: Introduction   
Society will always be dependent on energy, whether it is electricity or a fossil fuel. Figure 1, 
shown below, depicts the world’s energy consumption from 1965 to 2005. It has significantly 
increased and will continue increasing as both the Earth’s population and energy demands 
increase.  
 
 
Figure 1: World energy consumption in TeraWatts vs Year [4] 
Now compare Figure 1 to Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the power plants in the Unites States and the 
fuel type used to generate this electricity.  Notice that coal plants dominate the other sources of 
fuel for power plants. These two figures show our dependency on limited sources of energy such 
as oil, coal and gas to provide our energy demands. These resources have finite amounts and will 
eventually run out.  
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Figure 2: Power generation plants in the U.S. [5] 
 
Today’s engineers know the limitations of these fuel sources and have been striving to find a 
way to reduce the dependency on fossil fuels. 
 
In the race to generate a maximum amount of energy with the fewest possible resources and 
adverse environmental consequences, many ingenious types of energy generation have emerged. 
Such power generation facilities utilize wind, sun, unstable elements, coal and residual heat 
found underground. This final example describes the basis of geothermal heating. The name of 
this process stems from the ancient Greek language. The Greek word “Geo” means earth and 
thermal originates from the Greek word “therme” which means heat[1]. Like many things, the 
name suggests what something does. The geothermal process uses the heat deep in the earth to 
either heat or cool water[2]. Geothermal energy can both generate electricity and provide hot 
water or heat for a building. My senior project focuses on using geothermal technology to 
generate electricity. 
 
 
 
Section II: Background 
  Generally speaking, the idea behind the geothermal process of electricity generation appears 
simple. Hot water comes from a reservoir in the earth to heat up a refrigerant which turns a 
turbine to generate electricity. Once used, the cooled water returns to the ground. Figure 3 
depicts a visual representation of this process. 
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Figure 3: Visual representation of the geothermal generation of electricity [3] 
 
However, as with most processes, words are simpler than accomplishments. The hot water from 
the earth must is continuously pumped up to the surface from 1,800 feet down through a hole 
referred to as a production well. The distance from the top of the production well to the source of 
the water varies from location to location. This particular plant has four production wells. Each 
well needs a pump to bring the water out of the well and into the pipeline. The white cylinder 
shown in Figure 4 is the motor that controls the pump. A VFD, or a Variable Frequency Drive, 
controls the speed of the motor in Figure 4. By using a VFD the operator has more control over 
the flow of the brine, which is the hot water from the ground. The VFD lies in the PDC, which 
stands for Power Distribution Center, seen in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows two buildings, the PDC 
on the right and the Utility Service Center, USE for short. The USE contains the glycol tank and 
the oil tank for the pump. These two liquids are vital to the pump’s health. The glycol cools the 
pump down and runs on a closed loop so it can be reused. However, the oil is pumped into the 
middle of the pump shaft and keeps the system lubricated. The well is over two thousand feet 
deep so the pump uses all the oil for the lubrication process. This means no oil is left at the 
bottom of the well so environmental contamination is not an issue. But this also means the oil 
tank needs refilling. Every piece of this system has its own alarms, level readouts, controls and 
other various necessities. All of those are controlled with a PLC, which lies in the PDC. This 
means I/O wiring connects the PDC and the USE. Figure 7 gives a glimpse of what this I/O 
looks like in the PDC. I had the privilege to aid in the testing of the production wells while I was 
in Nevada. Figure 8 shows the entire production well site layout. 
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Figure 4: The electric motor that powers the injection pump. 
 
 
Figure 5: The Power Distribution Center or PDC. 
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Figure 6: The PDC on the right and the USE on the left. 
 
Figure 7: The I/O of the USE and the PDC. The grey boxes along the top consist of the 
cards that connect the I/O to the PLC, the PLC’s power supply and the PLC itself. 
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Figure 8: The entire production well site. This particular one is labeled 77-19 
 
From the production well, the heated water, also known as brine, travels a few miles to the 
substation, shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11. At the substation, the brine heats a refrigerant such as 
Freon in the heat exchanger, which can be seen in Figure 3. Once the refrigerant becomes heated 
enough, it goes through a JT valve which allows the gas to expand rapidly turning the liquid into 
a gas. The gas turns a turbine which generates the electricity. Since the refrigerant operates in a 
closed loop, cooling fans are mounted on the top of the substation to rapidly cool the refrigerant 
before reuse. These steps at the substation are vital to geothermal generation. 
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Figure 9: The Substation. The round objects on top are the cooling fan shrouds. 
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Figure 10: The East side of the substation on ground level facing South. 
. 
Figure 11: The East side of the substation on ground level facing North. 
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Once the water heats up the refrigerant, it gets pumped out of the plant and into the injection 
wells by dual two thousand horsepower pumps. An injection well allows the used water back 
into the ground to be reheated by the earth’s natural heat. Precise calculations ensure the cooler 
water returning to the ground does not cool down the underground water near the production 
wells. Otherwise the plant would not be as efficient. Figure 4 provides a visual representation of 
the process of generating electricity. 
 
 
My senior project focuses on the monitoring program of the injection wells. The program 
measures flow rate, temperature and pressure of the water in the injection well and uses the 
values to create visual references and alarms for the operators. The system transmits the data by 
line-of-site radio to a production well. From that production well, a fiber optic cable relays the 
data from all the production and injection wells to the operators of the plant. The injection wells 
require an independent power source because of their isolation from the main plant. For this 
power source, two solar panels charge two batteries connected in series to achieve the 24 volts 
that the sensor and relay system require. The life of the batteries is maximized by a power 
manager.  
 
My project also consists of the Injection Well pump control program. These pumps cost 
$500,000 each and have very strict control processes and alarms that are described in Section III. 
The control description of the requirements and specifications are derived from are also located 
in Section III. I did not write the injection pump control program. My contribution consisted of 
using the boiling point table to calculate the minimum pressure to keep the brine in the liquid 
state. 
 
The INJECTION PUMP CONTROL program is owned by SAIC, the company in charge of the 
substation, so a copy is not in the report. However, the entire Injection Well Monitoring program 
is available and located in Appendix H. 
 
 
Section III: Requirements and Specifications   
 Geothermal Injection Well Monitoring Design: 
A simple but effective way to make sure the plant operates correctly can be implemented 
at the injection well itself, the site where brine returns to the reservoir under the earth. Merely by 
monitoring the flow rate of the brine and the inlet pressure, the operators can determine if a 
problem exists in either the pipeline or the plant. If the flow rate becomes too low, a “Low Flow 
Rate Alarm” will go off and be displayed on the Human Machine-Interface (HMI) to show the 
operator what alarm is activated. The desired minimum flow rate can be set by a company 
programmer. If this alarm becomes activated, the flow rate will be lower than the desired flow 
rate which would infer that there is a problem at the plant or a leak in the pipeline. Also, if the 
flow rate is too low, the pressure would also be low so there is no need to have two alarms for 
the same problem. The welds on the pipeline are rated for about 230 psig. If the inlet pressure at 
the injection well exceeds 180psig, a “HIGH Pressure Alarm” alerts the operators that the 
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pressure is higher than desired. A “HIGH HIGH Pressure Alarm” alerts the operators that the 
pressure is critical. Having “HIGH” and “HIGH HIGH” alarms allow the operators time to 
correct the issue. In the circumstance of only one alarm, the operators may not have enough time 
to correct the problem before damage occurs. A count of the total gallons passed through the 
well occurs over a 24 hours period. This informs the operators of the total flow of the system. 
The HMI displays both the current 24 hour period and the previous 24 hour period. The PLC 
displays every alarm and the time and date on the HMI in the control center so the activated 
alarm can be seen. The PLC also displays the pressure, flow rate and temperature measurements 
in engineering units on the HMI in the control center at the plant. The transmitters are 
programmed to send a 4-20mA signal to the I/O of the PLC, 4mA being minimum and 20mA 
being maximum. The well monitoring program changes this analog number into a number in 
engineering units that the operator can easily understand. The PLC and its I/O operate at a very 
low voltage and merely monitors the pressure, temperature, and flow rate so there are very few 
safety concerns. The largest safety concern most likely is the high temperature of the pipeline 
itself. The brine by that point exceeds 250 degrees Fahrenheit, so touching the pipeline will 
cause a burn. However, a vast majority of the pipeline is insulated against such an occurrence. 
The cost of the system is covered in the contract. 
Geothermal Injection Well Monitoring Design 
Timothy Rempher 
EE 460-01 
David Braun 
1. I agree to supervise this senior project.  ______ 
2. The specifications are [1]-[2]: 
 Abstract—Describes what project should do, not how. 
 Bounded—Identify project boundaries, scope, and context  
 Complete—Include all the requirements identified by the 
customer, as well as those needed to define the project.  
 Unambiguous—Concisely state one clear meaning. 
 Verifiable—A test can prove if system meets specification. 
 Traceable—Each engineering specification serves at least 
one marketing requirement. 
ADVISORS: Please initial above, if you agree to supervise this senior project. Also, please check 
applicable boxes above. Comment below, if requirements or specifications require revision. 
 
TABLE I 
 GEOTHERMAL INJECTION WELL MONITORING REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Marketing 
Requirements 
Engineering 
Specifications Justification 
1 Measures the pressure of the water flowing 
through the injection well. 
The client would like this measurement. 
 
2 
Measures flow rate of the injection well with a 
differential pressure sensor. 
The measurement of the flow rate tells the 
operators if the plant has a leak between the 
production well and the injection well. 
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3 Measures the temperature of the water flowing 
through the injection well. 
The client would like this measurement. 
4 Includes a “LOW Flow Rate Alarm” if the 
flow rate drops to zero gallons per minute. 
If the flow rate becomes too low, an alarm 
sounds to alert the operator. 
5 Includes a “HIGH Pressure Alarm” if the inlet 
pressure exceeds 180 psig. 
If the pressure becomes high, an alarm sounds 
to alert the operator. 
 
6 
Includes a “HIGH HIGH Pressure Alarm” if 
the inlet pressure exceeds 200 psig. 
If the pressure becomes too high, an alarm 
sounds to alert the operator to speed up the 
injection pumps. 
7 Measures total inlet flow to the nearest gallon 
over a 24 hour period in gallons. 
Added as an extra feature in case the client 
wished to know this information. 
8 Displays total inlet flow to the nearest gallon 
over 24 hour period in gallons to the HMI. 
By displaying the total flow, the operator can 
monitor the well. 
 
9 
Displays total inlet flow to the nearest gallon 
from the previous 24 hour period in gallons to 
the HMI. 
By displaying the previous total flow, the 
operator can compare the previous day to the 
current day. 
10 Displays flow rate in gallons per minute 
(GPM) to the HMI. 
By displaying the flow rate reading, the 
operator can monitor the well. 
11 Displays pressure in PSIG to the HMI. By displaying the pressure reading, the operator 
can monitor the well. 
12 Displays temperature in degrees Fahrenheit 
(degF) to the HMI screen. 
By displaying the temperature reading, the 
operator can monitor the well. 
13 Displays alarms and time the alarm occurred 
to the HMI. 
This allows the operator to see what alarm 
sounds and act accordingly. 
 
14 
Converts a 4-20mA analog signal from the 
pressure transmitter into a psig unit scale that 
the operator can understand. 
This creates a reading that the operator can 
understand. 
 
15 
Converts a 4-20mA analog signal from the 
temperature transmitter into a degree 
Fahrenheit scale that the operator can 
understand. 
This creates a reading that the operator can 
understand. 
 
16 
Converts a 4-20mA analog signal from the 
flow rate transmitter into engineering units 
that the operator can understand. 
This creates a reading that the operator can 
understand. 
Marketing Requirements 
1                 Measures pressure. 
2                 Measures flow rate. 
3                 Measure temperature. 
4                 LOW flow rate alarm. 
5                 HIGH pressure alarm. 
6                 HIGH HIGH pressure alarm. 
7, 8             Measures total flow over a 24 hour period. 
10, 11, 12   Displays transmitted readings to HMI. 
13               Displays Alarms to HMI. 
14, 15, 16   Convert analog signal to digital readout. 
 
The requirements and specifications table format derives from [1], Chapter 3.  
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[1] R. Ford and C. Coulston, Design for Electrical and Computer Engineers, McGraw-Hill, 2007, p. 37 
[2] IEEE Std 1233, 1998 Edition, p. 4 (10/36), OI: 10.1109/IEEESTD.1998.88826  
 
 
 Geothermal Injection Pump Alarm Control Design: 
 Since the injection well field is elevated compared to the plant and production well field, 
an injection pump is required in the plant to boost the brine so it can reach the injection well. 
Two alarms sound based on the minimum suction pressure. This pressure must be maintained to 
keep the brine from “flashing.” “Flashing” occurs when the brine, which is at above boiling 
temperatures, turns into steam. However, by maintaining enough pressure on the hot brine, it can 
be kept in liquid form. This minimum pressure is calculated based on the temperature of the 
brine and utilizes the boiling point lookup table shown below to find the correct psia for the 
temperature read off the temperature transmitter.  
 
 
 
TABLE II: BRINE BOILING POINT TABLE 
psia degF psia degF 
10 <193 64 297 
10 193 68 301 
12 202 72 305 
14 210 76 309 
16 216 80 312 
18 222 84 316 
20 228 88 319 
24 238 92 322 
28 246 96 325 
32 254 100 328 
36 261 105 331 
40 267 110 335 
44 273 115 338 
48 279 120 341 
52 284 125 344 
56 288 130 347 
60 293 130 >347 
  
As seen in Table II, as the water temperature increases the pressure required to keep the brine in 
a liquid state also increases. A problem with calculating the psia based on a lookup table occurs 
when the temperature input is between one of the given temperatures in the table. To account for 
this flaw, the program needs to extrapolate between the points. For this, the program logic 
assumes the distance between the points follows a linear path. Figure 12 demonstrates a 
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difficulty in extrapolating the value between points. Since the graph curves, the program needs a 
new y-intercept for each slope equation. To do this, the slope between each value on the lookup 
table is found, then a temperature and it’s corresponding pressure are used to find “b” in the 
“y=mx+b” equation. The required math is done in the Injection Pump Control logic. 
 
 
Figure 12: Boiling point graph. 
 
Once the pressure associated with the temperature of the water is determined, it replaces 
“Lookup” in the following equation. 
 
min	
   	  12.7 	  30.3 	
 
  
The suction pressure must stay above the Pmin otherwise the brine will flash to steam. To ensure 
this will not happen, two alarms are in place. The first alarm Issues a “Low Pressure Alarm” if 
the suction pressure drops below 115% of minimum suction pressure. The PLC performs a 
calculation using the Pmin to determine the value that equals 115% and compares it to the actual 
suction pressure obtained from the pressure transmitter. If the pressure drops below 115%, a 
“Low Pressure Alarm” sounds. If the pressure drops below 105%, an alarm sounds and the pump 
trips off. When the pump turns off, no water flows through it so the pressure builds back up 
maintaining enough pressure to keep the brine liquid. Two more alarms exist on the other 
extreme of the scale. The PLC issues a “High Pressure Alarm” if the pressure exceeds 160 psig 
and a “High-High Pressure Alarm” if the suction pressure exceeds 170 psig. To counter the high 
pressure, the injection pump speeds up which reduces the amount of liquid in the pipe and 
therefore the pressure exerted on the outflow port of the pump. The low pressure alarms are set 
off at certain percentages of the Pmin because the value of Pmin depends on the temperature of 
the brine. Since Pmin determines the minimum pressure to keep the brine from turning into 
steam, the pressure must stay above 100% of that pressure value. However, the limiting factors 
of the high alarms are the welds on the pipeline. The welds are rated to a specific pressure before 
they rupture which does not change once the welds are made. The PLC program two high 
discharge pressure alarms as well, a “High” alarm and a “High-high” alarm. The “High 
Discharge Pressure Alarm” sounds if the pressure in the discharge pipeline exceeds 385 psig and 
0
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the “High-High Discharge Pressure Alarm” sounds when the discharge exceeds 395 psig for 
more than ten seconds. If the discharge pressure exceeds 395 psig for more than ten seconds, the 
pump shuts down. When the pump shuts down, the water in the pipeline to the injection well 
continues to flow therefore decreasing the pressure in the pipeline. As with the alarms at the 
injection well, the alarms are displayed on the HMI and must be manually reset. 
 
GeoThermal Injection Pump Alarm Control Design 
Timothy Rempher 
EE 460-01 
David Braun 
1. I agree to supervise this senior project.  ______ 
2. The specifications are [1]-[2]: 
 Abstract—Describes what project should do, not how. 
 Bounded—Identify project boundaries, scope, and context  
 Complete—Include all the requirements identified by the 
customer, as well as those needed to define the project.  
 Unambiguous—Concisely state one clear meaning. 
 Verifiable—A test can prove if system meets specification. 
 Traceable—Each engineering specification serves at least 
one marketing requirement. 
ADVISORS: Please initial above, if you agree to supervise this senior project. Also, please check 
applicable boxes above. Comment below, if requirements or specifications require revision. 
 
TABLE III 
GEOTHERMAL INJECTION PUMP ALARM CONTROL REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Marketing 
Requirements 
Engineering 
Specifications Justification 
1 Issues a “Low Pressure Alarm” if the suction 
pressure drops below 115% of minimum 
suction pressure. 
The “Low Pressure Alarm” allows the operator 
time to fix the problem before the “Low-Low 
Pressure Alarm” trips the pump. 
 
 
2 
Issues a “Low-Low Pressure Alarm” if the 
suction pressure drops below 105% of 
minimum suction pressure. 
If the pressure drops below the minimum 
suction pressure, the brine will turn to steam. 
The “Low-Low Pressure Alarm” trips the pump 
so the pressure doesn’t fall below the minimum 
pressure. 
 
3 
If the “Low-Low Pressure Alarm” sounds, the 
pump will trip. 
If the suction pressure becomes too low, the 
pump automatically shuts off to avoid 
cavitation. 
 
4 
Issues a “High Pressure Alarm” if the pressure 
exceeds 160 psig. 
The “High Pressure Alarm” allows the operator 
time to fix the problem before the “High-High 
Pressure Alarm” trips. 
 
5 
Issues a “High-High Pressure Alarm” if the 
pressure exceeds 170 psig. 
 If the pressure exceeds the set point pressure 
(170 psig) the pipeline could explode. This 
alarm tells the operator the pressure is critical. 
 
6 
Issues a “Low Differential Pressure Alarm” if 
the pressure differential across the pump drops 
The “Low Differential Pressure Alarm” allows 
the operator time to fix the problem. 
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below 80 psig. 
 
7 
Issues a “Low-Low Differential Pressure 
Alarm” if the pressure differential drops 
below 60 psig. 
This alarms tells the operator the pumps are in 
danger of tripping. 
 
8 
The “Low-Low Differential Pressure Alarm” 
is only enabled if the pump is running. 
The pump cannot be turned off unless they are 
running. Also if the pump is off, the differential 
pressure would be high. 
 
 
9 
If the “Low-Low Differential Pressure Alarm” 
persists for one minute with either one or two 
pumps running, the PLC will ramp down the 
pump(s) to minimum speed and shut them 
down. 
The one minute delay ensures the pump does 
not trip due to a quick spike in pressure.  
 
10 
If the pump(s) shut down as a result of the 
“Low-Low Differential Pressure Alarm” 
persisting for one minute, a “Pump Shutdown 
Alarm” sounds. 
The pump shutdown, alerts the operator that the 
pump has shut down. 
11 Issues a “High Discharge Pressure Alarm” if 
the discharge pressure exceeds 385 psig. 
The maximum allowable working pressure is 
rated at 400 psig. 
 
12 
Issues a “High-High Discharge Pressure 
Alarm” if the discharge pressure exceeds 395 
psig for more than ten seconds. 
The ten second delay ensures the alarm does 
not sound due to a quick spike in pressure. The 
Alarm alerts the operator to the high pressure in 
the discharge pipe. 
 
13 
 
 
If the “High-High Discharge Pressure Alarm” 
is triggered, the PLC will ramp down the 
pump(s) to minimum speed and shut them 
down. 
If the discharge pressure is too high, the 
injection pump is shut down to relieve the 
pressure. 
14 Each alarm can be seen through the HMI. This allows the operator to know which alarm 
has been triggered so he can act accordingly. 
 
15 
Each alarm must be manually acknowledged 
and reset through the HMI. 
By having to manually acknowledge and reset 
the alarms, it is ensured that the operator must 
go to into the field to verify the equipment will 
perform as expected. 
Marketing Requirements 
1, 6                 “Low” alarm. 
2, 7                 “Low-Low” alarm. 
4, 11               “High” alarm. 
5, 12              “High-High” alarm. 
3, 9, 10, 13     Pump shutdown and alarm. 
15                   Must be manually reset. 
14                   Alarms listed in HMI. 
8                     Alarms sound if conditions are met. 
 
 
The requirements and specifications table format derives from [1], Chapter 3.  
[1] R. Ford and C. Coulston, Design for Electrical and Computer Engineers, McGraw-Hill, 2007, p. 37 
[2] IEEE Std 1233, 1998 Edition, p. 4 (10/36), OI: 10.1109/IEEESTD.1998.88826  
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Section IV: Design 
 
Functional Decomposition 
Geothermal Injection Well Monitoring Block Diagrams: 
Figure 13 shows the level zero block diagram for the injection well monitoring system. It utilizes 
the data from the flow, temperature and pressure sensors located at the well head and outputs 
alarms and data to the Human Machine Interface at the operator’s center in the substation. As 
stated in Table 4, the system inputs analog data. Figure 14 shows that the monitoring system 
actually resides in the program in the PLC. Table 5 states the PLC program serves the same 
function as the monitoring system. Figure 14 and Table 5 emphasizes the importance of the PLC 
and the program downloaded on it.  
 
 
 
Figure 13: Injection Well Monitoring Level Zero Block Diagram. 
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TABLE IV: FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR INJECTION WELL MONITORING LEVEL 
ZERO BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
 
Figure 14: Injection Well Monitoring Level One Block diagram 
 
TABLE V: FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR PLC PROGRAM OF INJECTION WELL 
MONITORING LEVEL ONE BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
 
 
Figure 15 represents the two main programs downloaded to the PLC. Two software programs 
work together to design the logic placed in the PLC. Described in Table 6, RS Logic5000 uses 
the analog signal to create tags for the RS View Studio Designer, which associates the tags with 
outputs onto the HMI. As stated in Table 7, the design remains continuously displayed on the 
HMI screen so the operator can monitor the system. Figure 16 demonstrates the different parts of 
the program that must work together. Appendix H has a copy of the program. 
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The program uses a style called ladder logic. The name of this type of logic design derives from 
its ladder like appearance. The program reads left to right and top to bottom.  
 
 
 
Figure 15: Injection Well Monitoring Level Two Block Diagram. 
 
TABLE VI: FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR RS LOGIC5000 MAIN ROUTINE OF 
INJECTION WELL MONITORING LEVEL TWO BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
 
TABLE VII: FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR RS VIEW STUDIO DESIGN OF 
INJECTION WELL MONITORING LEVEL TWO BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
 
 
 
 
Table 8 shows the functional decomposition for the Main Routine. The ladder logic for this 
routine redirects the data flow to the next subroutine, which changes the analog data into a value 
that the operators can understand. The “Scale with Parameters” subroutine described in Table 9, 
uses the RS Logic’s “Scale with Parameters” utility to create this value. Figure 17 represents the 
“Scale with Parameter” block. The input min and max are set by the user in the RS Logic 
program. If the analog signal value exceeds or is lower than the max and min, respectively, the 
output value becomes zero. In Figure 17, the “ScaledMin” and “ScaledMax” will be set by the 
operator at values that correspond with the physical maximums.  
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The next two subroutines run parallel with each other. Described in Table 10 and 11, the Flow 
Totalization and Alarm logic use the scaled data from the “Scale with Parameters” subroutine to 
create tags for the HMI interface. 
 
The “Flow Totalization” subroutine uses a series of counters; Figure 18 shows an example of a 
counter, to count a 24 hour time period. During the 24 hour period, the program inputs the flow 
rate at each second and adds the number of gallons that have passed through the pipeline. To 
obtain the number of gallons per second, the program must divide the input value by “60”. “60” 
refers to the number of seconds in a minute because the input flow data is in gallons per minute. 
The program uses a “MOV” function block, Figure 19, to reset the counter by moving the value 
in the “source” position to the destination. The source value is set to “0.” For the time counters, 
once the counter reaches 60 they reset so a new minute or hour can be accounted for. Once the 
end of the 24 hour period terminates, the program uses the “MOV” block to move the totaled 
number of gallons for that period to a tag call the “FQI_PREV.” The HMI designer uses this tag 
to display the total number of gallons that passed through the pipeline for the previous days so 
the operators can check the numbers between the current and previous 24 hour periods.  
 
Figure 20 demonstrates an example of the alarming logic. This particular logic sounds the 
“HIGH Pressure Alarm” given that the inlet pressure exceeds 180psig. To determine this, the 
logic uses a “GEQ” block or a “Greater than or equal to.” This block uses two sources, A and B, 
and if Source A is greater than or equal to Source B, the “TON” block activates. For Source A of 
the “GEQ” block, the scaled value of the pressure data is used. However, as Figure 20 shows, 
Source B is only a value. This value represent the maximum pressure the operators want the 
pipeline to endure and can be changed by the operator.  The “TON” block is a delayed timer. 
This one waits five seconds before engaging the “TMR.DN” bit on the rung parallel with the 
“TON” block. The five second delay ensures the alarms won’t sound if a short spike in pressure 
occurs.  When the “TMR.DN” bit is toggled, it glows green while the program is connected to 
the system, the high pressure alarm turns on. Looking at the bottom rung in Figure 20, a reset 
exists. This reset is displayed in the HMI and can be pressed on the screen to turn off the alarm 
and reset the system.   
 
Table 12 shows the functional decomposition for the HMI designer which has been described 
previously. 
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Figure 16: Injection Well Monitoring Level Three Block Diagram. 
 
TABLE VIII: FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR MAIN ROUTINE OF INJECTION 
WELL MONITORING LEVEL THREE BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
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TABLE IX: FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR SCALE WITH PARAMETERS OF 
INJECTION WELL MONITORING LEVEL THREE BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
 
TABLE X: FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR ALARM LOGIC OF INJECTION WELL 
MONITORING LEVEL THREE BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
 
TABLE XI: FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR FLOW LOGIC OF INJECTION WELL 
MONITORING LEVEL THREE BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
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TABLE XII: FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR FLOW LOGIC OF INJECTION WELL 
MONITORING LEVEL THREE BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
 
 
Figure 17: The “Scale with Parameters” function block. 
 
 
Figure 18: Counter function block. Every time the program reads this function block, a one 
is added to the MINUTES destination. 
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Figure 19: MOV function block. Once a counter reaches its maximum, it will reset the 
destination to the value in the “Source” spot. In this case it will move a 1 to the HOURS 
destination. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20: Example of Alarming logic. 
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 Geothermal Injection Pump Alarm Control Block Diagrams: 
The Injection Pump Control system uses the data from the suction, differential and discharge 
pressure transmitters and compares them to alarm set-points that dictate how the system runs and 
when to sound alarms. A few alarms also shut down the pump. All alarms and shut down 
notifications appear on the HMI at both the control center and at the site. Figure 21 shows that, 
except for the inputs, the pump control system looks almost identical to the monitoring system 
on the outside. Table 13 reaffirms this fact. 
 
 I do not have the control logic for view in my report because I only assisted in this logic. The 
method of extrapolating the required pressures based on the temperatures in Table 2, which is 
described in the Geothermal Injection Pump Control Design portion of Section III, is the extent 
of my involvement with the injection pump control design.  
 
 
Fiugre 21: Injection Pump Control Level Zero block diagram of the system.  
 
 
TABLE XIII: FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR INJECTION PUMP CONTROL 
LEVEL ZERO BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
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Section V: Test Plans 
 To test the PLC logic, the program does not need to be connected or active in the system. 
PLC’s are present in many industrial applications where the program needs to be correct before 
used in a system. Otherwise faulty logic could cause millions of dollars worth of damage. The 
programmers of RS Logic5000 have developed a way to test the logic without even needing to 
hookup to the mechanical systems. To test the Injection Monitoring logic, hard values were 
manually inputted into the logic block to “force” the circumstances that would set off the alarms. 
One value at a time would be hardcoded to the logic then the program would be looked over to 
make sure the right actions were being taken. Also, the values in the tags were checked to make 
sure the HMI would display the correct values. 
 
 The extrapolation of Table 2 was tested by hard coding a value between temperature 
points and comparing the resulting pressure value in the program with hand calculated results. If 
there was a discrepancy, the logic would be reviewed and corrected then retested. 
 
 
Section VI: Development and Construction 
No hardware development or construction was required for this project because it was a software 
logic program. The I/O wiring for the inputs were installed to the PLC by a company that 
specialized in such wiring and the only hardware this program needs to operate is the PLC and 
PanelView Display, which are made by Allen-Bradley.  
 
Section VII:  Integration and Test Results 
The geothermal plant is located in Nevada. Due to the distance and unavailiability of time, I 
could not personally witness how the monitoring system functions in the field. However, I was 
told the program worked as expected. However, as this report was being written, it was realized 
that the Main Routine of the program does not have a “Jump to subroutine” for the Flow 
tantalization subroutine. The supervisor of this project was notified and the rung has been added. 
 
Section VIII: Conclusion 
This project was very eye opening and enjoyable. I was able to see things that many people who 
are not in this particular field do not have a chance to see and I was able to gain an insight to the 
politics that are required for multiple companies to work together to make a multimillion dollar 
enterprise succeed. The experiences I have gained are invaluable and could not have asked for a 
better senior project. 
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Appendices 
APPENDIX A — ANALYSIS OF SENIOR PROJECT DESIGN 
 
Project Title: Geothermal Injection Control and Monitoring and Production Well Startup 
Student’s Name: Timothy Rempher 
1. Summary of Functional Requirements 
People depend on electricity all over the world. They depend on it for anything from drying their 
hair to global communications to heating up food. But how does the magic of electricity get to 
the wall to power our computers, hair dryers, and the other countless electrical systems we use 
every day? We must generate it. Many methods of power generation exist, each using a different 
fuel such as nuclear power, natural gas, coal, wind or the sun. This project focuses on a power 
plant which uses the naturally hot water in the ground to generate electricity. Geothermal Power 
Plants utilize the water in the ground to generate electricity. This project design measures the 
flow rate of an injection well using a differential pressure sensor and sends the flow rate through 
line-of-site radios to the main communication line that sits near a production well. This design 
also translates the pressure and temperature from an analog signal of 4-20mA into engineering 
units that an operator can understand. The monitoring system calculates the total flow in gallons 
over a 24 hour period and sets off alarms if certain conditions are met, which are discussed in 
Section II. Monitoring the flow rate of the injection allows the operators of the plants to know if 
a leak exists between the production well and injection well, which prevents larger problems. 
This project also sets off alarms on the injection pumps and in certain cases shuts down the 
pumps to avoid harming the expensive equipment. 
 
 2. Primary Constraints 
Time and distance proved to become the most significant challenges to this report. Because it is 
part of a multimillion dollar project, many companies and people must coordinate their efforts to 
make it a success. The distance became a difficulty when trying to ascertain what the companies 
in charge wanted in the program. The distance limited personal interaction to constantly ask what 
they wanted the program to do. Time became a hindrance because months would pass by without 
hearing from the head companies, however, when the program requirements were made known, 
the program would be needed the next day.  
 
 3. Economic 
 This project depends largely on natural capital. The idea of geothermal power production 
revolves around utilizing the hot water from the ground, exceeding 300 degrees Fahrenheit, to 
generate electricity. The process seems cost efficient due to a naturally occurring resource that 
remains in the same location and lack of disposal fees that other power plants, such as a nuclear 
plant, would have. The resource remaining in the same place means the resource does not need to 
be transported from different places, such as in a coal powerplant, and permanent transportation 
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methods can be installed. In the case of geothermal, pipelines transport the water to and from the 
wells. The largest economic impact of the project results from the human capital and the 
manufactured capital. Building and engineering the circulation and power distribution systems 
require many people and a lot of time spent by those people. Manufactured capital consists of all 
the hardware involved in allowing full operation of the plant including pipeline, conduit, pumps, 
shafts, lubrication, wire and much more. The wells themselves could be considered 
manufactured capital due to the fact that they had to be drilled by drilling teams, and hence a 
product created by the human capital. The economic impacts of starting up a geothermal plant 
rest in building the plant itself. The company takes a great risk and invests a lot of money years 
before any money can be made by the electrical generation when the plant begins running 
 
The majority of costs are during the building phase and startup. All material must be purchased 
and installed correctly and the wells must be drilled. The pipeline extends for miles and the 
segments of pipe must be welded together every thirty feet. This requires teams of welders and 
their gear which must be paid for. The electrical distribution requires yet more teams from a 
different company. Again there are miles of wire that must be laid down and protected from the 
elements. When the wire arrives at the PDC, at the production well, the control I/O must be 
wired correctly or it costs engineers hours of troubleshooting and hence more money to be spent. 
 
There are many costs associated with this project. For simplicity’s sake only my time will be 
accounted for. I spent 122 hours in Nevada doing a majority of this project. I was paid $25 an 
hour so my time cost the company $3050. Over 140 hours have been spent on other parts of the 
project such as the report. If I was paid for those hours as well, the total would be $6550 for my 
report, program, and time spent.  
 
As far as the PanelView and the PLC are concerned, the bundle costs about $10,000 for the 
programming software and the hardware required to fufill the demands of the programs. 
 
• Timing  
  The Geothermal plant operators expect the plant to be producing power to the grid within the 
next year. The plant should have a lifetime of at least 20 years. The software that this project 
creates is ready for operation now. If the plant owners decide to change the software in the 
future, it may affect the lifetime of the plant for better or for worse. Operation costs include the 
man hours of the operators’ maintenance crews. The plant, pumps and controls utilize energy 
created by the geothermal process so the owners of the plant do not need to spend money to keep 
production in action. However, the energy the plant uses is energy that cannot be sold. 
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Gantt Charts 
 
 
Figure 22: Gantt Chart for EE460-Phase One 
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Figure 23: Gantt Chart for EE463-Phase Two. 
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Figure 24: The listed tasks of EE463 Gantt chart. 
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Figure 25: Gantt Chart for EE464-Phase Three. 
 
 
Figure 26: Listed tasks for EE464 Gantt chart. 
 
 4. If manufactured on a commercial basis: 
•This plant will only be manufactured once. The programs involved in my project are the 
property of the owners of the geothermal plant and will not be used at another location unless the 
owners decide to build another power plant.  
 5. Environmental 
• Whenever a power plant becomes an option, environmental concerns arise almost immediately. 
However, a geothermal plant is relatively environmentally friendly. It utilizes hot water from the 
earth as the source of electrical generation and returns it to the ground when the energy, in the 
form of heat, is taken from the water. Since the energy is taken from the water through a heat 
exchanger, the brine never comes into contact with any chemicals that would cause harm to the 
environment. The construction of the pipeline and plant itself would cause changes to the places 
where people are working and pipeline getting built. However, the plant is located in a high 
desert where the creatures and plants are extremely adaptable and know how to survive. As far as 
the programming this project revolves around is concerned, there are no perceivable adverse 
affects to the environment because the program is loaded onto the PLC’s at specific locations 
where infrastructure has already been built. 
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 6. Manufacturability 
• This geothermal plant will be produced only once. The Injection Well Monitoring Program will 
be used in seven different locations, once at each injection well. Every well is identical and the 
program merely has to be downloaded to the PLC and have the I/O tested and verified.  The 
Injection Pump Control Program will be used in two locations at most. For now, only one plant 
is running full time. However, a second set of injection pumps, heat exchangers and electrical 
generation turbines is in the future so the Pump Control Program will be used there as well. Like 
the injection well program, the program merely has to be uploaded to the PLC then have the I/O 
tested and verified. 
7. Sustainability 
• Very few challenges associate themselves with maintaining the system. The system design 
includes durability and weatherproofing. The control systems set in place continuously monitor 
the motors and pipeline pressures to ensure optimal equipment protection. The same control 
systems monitor oil and glycol levels for the production pumps and provide shut downs in the 
case of any alarms that would harm any equipment. If the program requires any program 
modifications, the managers have the software and program and they only need to plug into the 
PLC with an Ethernet cable to make any changes. Small animals pose a threat to the transmission 
wires because they enjoy chewing on the cables. To account for this, the wires come 
manufactured with a coating to protect it from animals and placed on a cable tray three feet off 
the ground.  
8. Ethical 
•  As with all mechanical and electrical designs, safety remains the top priority. The ninth 
explanation of the IEEE Code of Ethics requires engineers “to avoid injuring others, their 
property, reputation, or employment by false or malicious action.” This is to be considered since 
the consumer’s safety must be taken into account when dealing with power systems. The project 
must, under no circumstances, harm the consumer. To accomplish this, I will utilize the seventh 
explanation of the IEEE Code of Ethics, which is “to seek, accept, and offer honest criticism of 
technical work, to acknowledge and correct errors, and to credit properly the contributions of 
others.” This is important because a more experienced engineer may see a problem that I may 
have missed and by acknowledging the problem, I can fix it before someone becomes hurt. 
    
 9. Health and Safety 
   • This project will safety concerns as with all mechanical and electronic devices. The user must 
be completely isolated from any current conducting wire or otherwise electrical circuit that could 
cause bodily harm. Start-up processes are mandatory as well as very good communication 
between operators. While powering the PDC, the room should be clear and the person throwing 
the knife switch must wear protective clothing. Due to the low current of the PLC and display, 
there are no safety concerns I can think of. 
 10. Social and Political 
• For this project social and political relationships go hand in hand. There are a minimum of six 
separate companies working on getting the entire power plant running. There are two main 
companies; we’ll call them Company A and Company B, that are involved in the building and 
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running of the entire geothermal plant. Company A is in charge of the well field and Company B 
is in charge of the main plant. There needs to be an immense amount of cooperation between the 
two companies because what each one does has a huge impact on the other. When so many 
people are working together in stressful situation, hostilities arise between people and therefore 
the two companies. Due to the relationships between the two companies, if there is a social 
problem, it can affect the productivity and cooperation between companies and therefore wreak 
havoc on the efficiency of the entire project. It is important to prioritize professionalism over 
individual disagreements. Each employee should think about what’s best for the project and be 
open to new ideas and be helpful in return to maintain balance and efficiency between different 
companies. 
11. Development 
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APPENDIX B — SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 
TABLE I 
 GEOTHERMAL INJECTION WELL MONITORING REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Marketing 
Requirements 
Engineering 
Specifications Justification 
1 Measures the pressure of the water flowing 
through the injection well. 
The client would like this measurement. 
 
2 
Measures flow rate of the injection well with a 
differential pressure sensor. 
The measurement of the flow rate tells the 
operators if the plant has a leak between the 
production well and the injection well. 
3 Measures the temperature of the water flowing 
through the injection well. 
The client would like this measurement. 
4 Includes a “LOW Flow Rate Alarm” if the 
flow rate drops to zero gallons per minute. 
If the flow rate becomes too low, an alarm 
sounds to alert the operator. 
5 Includes a “HIGH Pressure Alarm” if the inlet 
pressure exceeds 180 psig. 
If the pressure becomes high, an alarm sounds 
to alert the operator. 
 
6 
Includes a “HIGH HIGH Pressure Alarm” if 
the inlet pressure exceeds 200 psig. 
If the pressure becomes too high, an alarm 
sounds to alert the operator to speed up the 
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injection pumps. 
7 Measures total inlet flow to the nearest gallon 
over a 24 hour period in gallons. 
Added as an extra feature in case the client 
wished to know this information. 
8 Displays total inlet flow to the nearest gallon 
over 24 hour period in gallons to the HMI. 
By displaying the total flow, the operator can 
monitor the well. 
 
9 
Displays total inlet flow to the nearest gallon 
from the previous 24 hour period in gallons to 
the HMI. 
By displaying the previous total flow, the 
operator can compare the previous day to the 
current day. 
10 Displays flow rate in gallons per minute 
(GPM) to the HMI. 
By displaying the flow rate reading, the 
operator can monitor the well. 
11 Displays pressure in PSIG to the HMI. By displaying the pressure reading, the operator 
can monitor the well. 
12 Displays temperature in degrees Fahrenheit 
(degF) to the HMI screen. 
By displaying the temperature reading, the 
operator can monitor the well. 
13 Displays alarms and time the alarm occurred 
to the HMI. 
This allows the operator to see what alarm 
sounds and act accordingly. 
 
14 
Converts a 4-20mA analog signal from the 
pressure transmitter into engineering units that 
the operator can understand. 
This creates a reading that the operator can 
understand. 
 
15 
Converts a 4-20mA analog signal from the 
temperature transmitter into engineering units 
that the operator can understand. 
This creates a reading that the operator can 
understand. 
 
16 
Converts a 4-20mA analog signal from the 
flow rate transmitter into engineering units 
that the operator can understand. 
This creates a reading that the operator can 
understand. 
Marketing Requirements 
1                 Measures pressure. 
2                 Measures flow rate. 
3                 Measure temperature. 
4                 LOW flow rate alarm. 
5                 HIGH pressure alarm. 
6                 HIGH HIGH pressure alarm. 
7, 8             Measures total flow over a 24 hour period. 
10, 11, 12   Displays transmitted readings to HMI. 
13               Displays Alarms to HMI. 
14, 15, 16   Convert analog signal to digital readout. 
 
 
TABLE III 
GEOTHERMAL INJECTION PUMP ALARM CONTROL REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Marketing 
Requirements 
Engineering 
Specifications Justification 
1 Issues a “Low Pressure Alarm” if the suction 
pressure drops below 115% of minimum 
suction pressure. 
The “Low Pressure Alarm” allows the operator 
time to fix the problem before the “Low-Low 
Pressure Alarm” trips the pump. 
 
 
Issues a “Low-Low Pressure Alarm” if the 
suction pressure drops below 105% of 
If the pressure drops below the minimum 
suction pressure, the brine will turn to steam. 
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2 minimum suction pressure. The “Low-Low Pressure Alarm” trips the pump 
so the pressure doesn’t fall below the minimum 
pressure. 
 
3 
If the “Low-Low Pressure Alarm” sounds, the 
pump will trip. 
If the suction pressure becomes too low, the 
pump automatically shuts off to avoid 
cavitation. 
 
4 
Issues a “High Pressure Alarm” if the pressure 
exceeds 160 psig. 
The “High Pressure Alarm” allows the operator 
time to fix the problem before the “High-High 
Pressure Alarm” trips. 
 
5 
Issues a “High-High Pressure Alarm” if the 
pressure exceeds 170 psig. 
 If the pressure exceeds the set point pressure 
(170 psig) the pipeline could explode. This 
alarm tells the operator the pressure is critical. 
 
6 
Issues a “Low Differential Pressure Alarm” if 
the pressure differential across the pump drops 
below 80 psig. 
The “Low Differential Pressure Alarm” allows 
the operator time to fix the problem. 
 
7 
Issues a “Low-Low Differential Pressure 
Alarm” if the pressure differential drops 
below 60 psig. 
This alarms tells the operator the pumps are in 
danger of tripping. 
 
8 
The “Low-Low Differential Pressure Alarm” 
is only enabled if the pump is running. 
The pump cannot be turned off unless they are 
running. Also if the pump is off, the differential 
pressure would be high. 
 
 
9 
If the “Low-Low Differential Pressure Alarm” 
persists for one minute with either one or two 
pumps running, the PLC will ramp down the 
pump(s) to minimum speed and shut them 
down. 
The one minute delay ensures the pump does 
not trip due to a quick spike in pressure.  
 
10 
If the pump(s) shut down as a result of the 
“Low-Low Differential Pressure Alarm” 
persisting for one minute, a “Pump Shutdown 
Alarm” sounds. 
The pump shutdown, alerts the operator that the 
pump has shut down. 
11 Issues a “High Discharge Pressure Alarm” if 
the discharge pressure exceeds 385 psig. 
The maximum allowable working pressure is 
rated at 400 psig. 
 
12 
Issues a “High-High Discharge Pressure 
Alarm” if the discharge pressure exceeds 395 
psig for more than ten seconds. 
The ten second delay ensures the alarm does 
not sound due to a quick spike in pressure. The 
Alarm alerts the operator to the high pressure in 
the discharge pipe. 
 
13 
 
 
If the “High-High Discharge Pressure Alarm” 
is triggered, the PLC will ramp down the 
pump(s) to minimum speed and shut them 
down. 
If the discharge pressure is too high, the 
injection pump is shut down to relieve the 
pressure. 
14 Each alarm can be seen through the HMI. This allows the operator to know which alarm 
has been triggered so he can act accordingly. 
 
15 
Each alarm must be manually acknowledged 
and reset through the HMI. 
By having to manually acknowledge and reset 
the alarms, it is ensured that the operator must 
go to into the field to verify the equipment will 
perform as expected. 
Marketing Requirements 
1, 6                 “Low” alarm. 
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2, 7                 “Low-Low” alarm. 
4, 11               “High” alarm. 
5, 12              “High-High” alarm. 
3, 9, 10, 13     Pump shutdown and alarm. 
15                   Must be manually reset. 
14                   Alarms listed in HMI. 
8                     Alarms sound if conditions are met. 
 
 
 
APPENDIX C — PARTS LIST AND COSTS 
There are many costs associated with this project. For simplicity’s sake only my time will be 
accounted for. I spent 122 hours in Nevada doing a majority of this project. I was paid $25 an 
hour so my time cost the company $3050. Over 140 hours have been spent on other parts of the 
project such as the report. If I was paid for those hours as well, the total would be $6550 for my 
report, program, and time spent.  
 
As far as the PanelView and the PLC are concerned, the bundle costs about $10,000 for the 
programming software and the hardware required to fufill the demands of the programs. 
APPENDIX D — SCHEDULE AND TIIME ESTIMATES 
The Geothermal plant operators expect the plant to be producing power to the grid within the 
next year. The plant should have a lifetime of at least 20 years. The software that this project 
creates is ready for operation now. If the plant owners decide to change the software in the 
future, it may affect the lifetime of the plant for better or for worse. Operation costs include the 
man hours of the operators’ maintenance crews. The plant, pumps and controls utilize energy 
created by the geothermal process so the owners of the plant do not need to spend money to keep 
production in action. However, the energy the plant uses is energy that cannot be sold. 
 
The Gantt charts for each quarter of the senior project course series are shown below. 
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Figure 22: Gantt Chart for EE460-Phase One. 
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Figure 23: Gantt Chart for EE463-Phase Two. 
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Figure 24: The listed tasks of EE463 Gantt chart. 
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Figure 25: Gantt Chart for EE464-Phase Three. 
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Figure 26: Listed tasks for EE464 Gantt chart. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX H — PROGRAM LISTING 
 The Injection well monitoring ladder logic program is shown in this appendix. Descriptions on 
how each module functions can be found in Section VI: Development and Construction. 
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Analog Scaling Logic 
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Flow Totalization Logic 
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